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SUBJECT: Discussion of an Economic Development Program
__________________________________________________________________________________
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
In November 2016 Marty Wieder of Strategic Consulting Services presented the results of a
SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis of Saginaw’s economic
capacity. A plan was drafted yet has not been carried out. The results reported Saginaw’s need to
capitalize on its great location, good schools, and small town, family-oriented feel by attracting
and facilitating business development. The analysis also reported Saginaw’s need to combat
adjacent development. Creating a one-of-a-kind destination along Saginaw Boulevard is a
priority. This way Saginaw will have what the market can’t ignore. Staff recommends
consideration of the addition of an Economic Development Director to be at the head of the
program to work closely with the Director of Public Works.
Items to discuss include:
 SWOT Analysis Results
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
N/A
RECOMMENDATION:
City staff requests feedback regarding new Economic Development Program.
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“We cannot predict the future. But we can create it.”
Jim Collins,
Great by Choice

INTRODUCTION
Background
The Saginaw City Council (and Mayor Gary Brinkley, in particular) desired a strategic plan—and City Staff first communicated this initiative to Marty Wieder Strategic Consulting Services on
August 1, 2016. Subsequent conversations took place with City Manager Nan Stanford and Mayor Brinkley. And Mayor Brinkley made it clear from the beginning that he preferred the Plan
focus on economic development. City Council Members later concurred.
Intermittent, intentional planning such as this is wise for any municipality—and even more so for Cities that have differing views of community amenities. That has apparently sometimes
been the case when it comes to Saginaw’s railroad history and legacy. A well-crafted and managed exercise can help everyone air and weigh their opinions on all sorts of development
subjects—and at the very least come to an agreement on the best way to proceed for the new Fiscal Year (and hopefully beyond).
And as a bonus to the resulting Strategic Plan document, Marty Wieder Strategic Consulting Services also offered to survey Council Members and key City staff professionals and craft
associated Vision and Mission Statements based on these Visioning Survey results. In addition to allowing a snapshot of Council impressions, the Visioning Survey can yield statements that
frame the Strategic Plan itself, as well as guide its implementation.

Process
As requested by Saginaw (so early results could be used in conjunction with the City’s Fiscal Year 2016-17 Budget Process), Marty Wieder Strategic Consulting Services compressed the initial
Saginaw planning process by tailoring a very brief (one-page) Visioning Survey, tabulating results and reporting them as the lead into an opening strategic planning Workshop on August 11,
2016. In addition to helping everyone understand their perspectives (and in giving Marty Wieder a heads up on Council preferences), Visioning Survey results were later used to draft Vision
and Mission Statements for Council and Staff implementation of Plan Goals and Objectives.

With the intent of facilitating unity and generating a Plan for implementation, Marty Wieder Strategic Consulting Services planned and facilitated the structured Workshop; this session
lasted approximately 2 ½ hours. The initial Strategic Planning event included—
1. An introduction to the participants and the process—as well as a briefing on the exercise’s importance as it relates to Saginaw’s future budgeting and Capital Improvements Program
planning (as delivered within a PowerPoint presentation). The introduction also included a review of the Scope of Work.
From the very beginning, Marty noted (and reiterated several times throughout the evening) three things related to the process:
A. The importance of working toward and delivering a worthwhile product—and a living document (one that can continue to be updated and amended)—to the City (and for that
matter citizens) of Saginaw. As originally communicated to City staff, Marty Wieder Strategic Consulting Services began providing strategic planning process results in an 11 X 17
format some time ago so that everyone on a City Council may measure progress and check off (when completed), rewrite or even remove certain priorities when necessary. And
an end product such as this provides the City a leg up to take on future strategic planning efforts or follow-up activities, too.
B. The pre-Session Visioning Survey was meant to give the City Council and staff professionals a jumpstart on the process—and results were used to draft Vision and Mission
Statements, since they indicated what was most important to Saginaw’s elected and appointed leaders.
C. This would certainly not be a plan without a purpose—that ultimately ends up hidden somewhere on a dusty shelf. It is critical to keep in mind planning’s importance, and
Marty Wieder stressed how it was not worth the time and effort to simply go through a process such as this without subsequent accomplishment. Thus, the Plan would include
a Postscript of suggestions, based on Marty’s more than two decades of public and related service at the North Central Texas Council of Governments, two Chambers of
Commerce and three municipalities—so the City continues to have a leg up on the community’s most pressing wants and needs.
As Marty would also point out at the first convened session, Strategic Planning takes time and effort, helps in budgeting and decision-making and can be managed. And it’s worth
doing, especially since Plans—








Provide unified and planned governmental decisions.
Provide City staff a functional approach for budget processing.
Allow elected and appointed officials to be entrepreneurial.
Determine just how far the City might go in the coming years to reach its goals and objectives.
Determine projects that best utilize area resources.
Prepare for grant and other opportunities that may present themselves.
Stimulate public awareness, interest and support.
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2. Conducting a SWOT Analysis—evaluating Saginaw’s Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. This exercise—
A. Allowed and even invited everyone who attended to state their items, priorities and concerns. It was critical to draw out comments from all participants, and the pre-exercise
survey even allowed the consultant some insight on the priorities of everyone involved so he could ensure all those issues or concerns were uncovered. And he shared one
other important point, as well: “The only bad idea tonight is the one that goes unmentioned.”
B. Moreover, it allowed him to pass along a few of his observations about Saginaw, including how the community has . . .
 A unique, attractive railroad and grain silo history to leverage as a unique place making opportunity;
 A Saginaw Boulevard corridor that is ripe for redevelopment;
 Much in the way of industrial facilities and acreage—that may be used to facilitate other enterprises in the future, in connection with the Maker Movement.
C. Asked representatives of all both groups (Council and key City management professionals) to rank the items as to priority; this task facilitated Marty Wieder Strategic Consulting
Services efforts to evaluate participants’ responses and then combine those into the priorities, which would comprise the resulting Strategic Plan.
Marty Wieder Strategic Consulting Services spent subsequent weeks fine-tuning the actual plan with a proposed set of initial action items—and returned to City Council on September 13,
2016. Marty Wieder Strategic Consulting Services identified the SWOT Analysis and Ranked SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) priorities that Council and key City
staff identified at the Strategic Planning Work Session on August 11—as well as the Draft Strategic Plan and alternatives for the Council to consider for their Mission and Vision Statements.
Council Members and staff made a few suggestions to reword the Draft Plan and the Vision Statement, so Marty Wieder completed those requests, prepared this plan—as well as added a
list of “First Steps”, as Council requested. He returned to Saginaw delivered the final plan to Council Members for their adoption on November 8, 2016.
In summary, the Draft Strategic Plan itself identifies three key objectives that City Council Members and Staff must—
 Capitalize on Saginaw’s great location, good schools, and small town, family-oriented feel by targeting, attracting and facilitating several unique places and destination businesses—
where people can hang out and experience Saginaw.
 Combat the threat of adjacent development and ensure that the market won’t ignore Saginaw.

 Create a one-of-a-kind destination along Saginaw Boulevard
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Results
The Strategic Plan that follows is intended to provide a framework for development of a more complete set of tactics in the coming Fiscal Year. For instance, the ranked SWOT Analysis and
complimentary Strategic Plan—based entirely upon the priorities and preferences of City officials—provides Saginaw’s policy and administrative leaders with the information you need to
conduct additional research that quantifies and clarifies preliminary findings and elaborate on the items identified as being at the top of the Plan with more specific objectives and timetables
for completion.
And as an extra bonus, the “First Steps” also give you two lists of Immediate and Intermediate tasks—providing Saginaw with a tactical edge until the City decides how you prefer to tackle
Economic Development activities in the future.

“A process by which an organization or
community envisions its future and
develops the necessary procedures and
actions to achieve that future.”
- David R. Kolzow
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SWOT Analysis
STRENGTHS
Location
Developer Friendly
Good Schools
Stable, happy industrial base
Strong Infrastructure
Rail Access
Experienced staff & Council
Strong traffic counts on 287
Low tax rate
Quality public services
Good Fire & Police
Sense of benevolence
AA Bond Rating
History of good financial management
Family oriented
Top consultants
Good vision
Great heritage
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STRENGTHS (continued)

Building Bailey-Boswell Bridge across rail tracks
Strong civic & Church organizations
Small town feel/Home Town
Affordable City Services
Desire of new residents to be in Saginaw
Low Crime Rate
Positive Image

WEAKNESSES
No ETJ/Landlocked
Identity/Citizen misperception
Perception of per capita income level
Poor communication
Technology infrastructure
First impression, look off of 820
Don’t control north/south arteries
Physically divided town
Main drag is ugly
Speed trap reputation
Not top of mind to developers
Land owners
Being a retail “tweener”
Congestion
No places to hang out; an experience

OPPORTUNITIES
Leverage strong industrial base
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OPPORTUNITIES (continued)

Leverage industrial sales taxes
Promote Quality of Life, parks
Marketing
Connectivity to other trails
More activities
Trail Bridge
Collaborative City Council
Mom & Pop development
Playoff the City’s railroad design themes
Allies Day event
Leverage new facilities with outside folks
Great location
Undeveloped corridors
Population growth
Redevelopment opportunities
Design standards
City owns land on 287
Repurpose silos
Mass transit
Maximize population growth
Fulfill need for youth sports facilities
Interlocal partnerships
Serve aging population
Land next to Depot
Partner with FC Dallas on soccer facilities
Opportunity to communicate higher per capita incomes
Along 287, go vertical to grow day time population
Foster high speed internet infrastructure
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THREATS
Accessibility/geography
Traffic flow
Losing out on high tech residents
TxDOT controls all entrances into Saginaw
Build out cost of infrastructure
Ability to control 287 & 156
Perception of being lower income
Inaccurate information (incomplete or half)
Market will ignore us
Adjacent development
Trains
Changing purchasing trends
Manufacturing trends
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2016 SWOT ANALYSIS – PRIORITY RANKINGS
STRENGTHS
Location – 31/8
Good Schools – 13/6
AA Bond Rating – 9/3
Small town feel/Home Town – 9/3
Experienced staff & Council – 8/4
Low tax rate – 8/4
Family oriented – 7/4
Strong traffic counts on 287 – 7/3
Strong Infrastructure – 3/3
Affordable City Services – 3/2
Developer Friendly – 3/1
Great Heritage – 3/1
Quality public services – 2/1
Stable, happy industrial base – 1/1

[Type text]
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WEAKNESSES
No places to hang out; an experience – 19/7
First impression, look off of 820 – 15/4
Land owners – 13/5
Congestion – 10/5
Not top of mind to developers – 9/4
Technology infrastructure – 8/3
Main drag is ugly – 6/3
Being a retail “tweener” – 6/2
No ETJ/Landlocked – 5/2
Identity/Citizen misperception – 5/2
Perception of per capita income level – 5/2
Divided town (physically) – 4/3
Don’t control north/south arteries – 3/1

OPPORTUNITIES
Great location – 29/9
Along 287, go vertical to grow day time population – 14/7
Redevelopment opportunities – 8/4
Leverage strong industrial base – 7/3
Foster high speed internet infrastructure – 7/3
Promote Quality of Life, parks – 6/2
Connectivity to other trails – 6/2
Collaborative City Council – 6/2
Leverage new facilities with outside folks – 5/2
Land next to Depot – 4/2
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OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
Marketing – 3/1
Fulfill need for youth sports facilities – 3/1
“Mom & Pop” development – 2/2
Undeveloped corridors – 2/1
Interlocal partnerships – 2/1
Mass transit – 1/1
Serve aging population – 1/1

THREATS
Adjacent development – 41/11
Ability to control 287 & 156 – 22/8
Market will ignore us – 13/7
Traffic flow – 9/4
TxDOT controls all entrances into Saginaw – 6/3
Changing purchasing trends – 5/3
Inaccurate information (incomplete or half) – 4/2
Accessibility/geography – 4/2
Losing out on high tech residents – 3/2
Perception of being lower income – 3/2
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“You can’t do everything well—
so you must focus on doing a few things well,
the most important things.”
-David R. Kolzow, President
Kolzow & Associates

2016 SAGINAW ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN
GOALS & OBJECTIVES
 Capitalize on Saginaw’s great location, good schools, and small town, family-oriented feel by targeting, attracting and
facilitating several unique places and destination businesses—where people can hang out and experience Saginaw.
 Recognize how restaurants are becoming the new anchor for retail:
 Encourage and reward (through incentives, reduced fees and/or expedited permitting) restaurant patios with
shade and landscaping;
 Approach chefs and incentivize new concepts across or near the grain elevators;
 Establish a farmers’ market and/or community garden to generate fresh produce—to the benefit of chefs
(to help generate a chef-driven restaurant atmosphere).
 Research and focus on certain concepts that attract others and are known for being student-friendly establishments
and places of employment, consistent with a home town like Saginaw. Hire a consulting firm to prepare a
Merchandising Plan which summarizes the Greater Saginaw market and identifies the best retailers and restaurants
to target.

 Identify the best building along or in close proximity to Saginaw Boulevard to become a live music venue; the best
property to house one of the new bowling/dining concepts.
 Combat the threat of adjacent development and ensure that the market won’t ignore Saginaw by—
 Getting and staying top of mind to developers:
 Identify and invite in the best ones, host them in Saginaw regularly—and make sure they’re aware of the
Saginaw Boulevard (SH 287) traffic counts and infrastructure improvements.
 Communicate with them monthly through Constant Contact about Saginaw’s assets and opportunities. Find
ways to restate the results of the Saginaw Merchandising Plan; to show them the best structures for unique
attractions.
 Get to know the owners of Saginaw’s top 10 vacant parcels and 10 best redevelopment options on or near
Saginaw Boulevard; convene them in individual and group meetings on at least a quarterly (if not bimonthly) basis. Ask what’s necessary to help sell their properties.
 Introduce developers and brokers to (and if necessary, creatively bridge the cost differences between them
and) property owners;
 Increasing traffic flow and reducing congestion by working with TxDOT to synchronize signals along the Saginaw
Boulevard corridor—and examining other ways to facilitate east/west travel to and from key intersections.
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 Create a one-of-a-kind destination along Saginaw Boulevard by—
 Fostering an attractive first impression at Saginaw’s Loop 820 entrance.
 Meet with TxDOT’s Fort Worth District Office and explore ways to work together on monument entry and
way finding signage (if necessary, even within TxDOT right-of-way) with a rail station theme;
 Mirror Downtown Dallas and Fort Worth – and explore placement of lighting on Saginaw’s iconic grain
elevators to make them even more visible from Loop 820 and beyond.

Taking tangible steps to improve the look of Saginaw’s “main drag”;
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 Pour and add curbs and hardscape where none exist now; install iconic hardscape and Texas native
landscape to create a consistent look throughout the Saginaw Boulevard corridor.
 Install over time new “old” turn signals and light posts consistent with an historic train community feel.
 Explore the addition of unique signage – such as signs hanging off the wall of businesses—again consistent
with an historic theme.

Growing Saginaw’s daytime population by going vertical along SH 287 (Saginaw Boulevard);
 Examine the zoning ordinance and land development plan to remove any obstacles to multi-story buildings
fronting Saginaw Boulevard;
 Hire a consultant to—
o research the most appropriate “railroad historic” architecture that’s true to and recaptures the best of
Saginaw’s history;
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o create a set of design standards to accommodate such a look with appropriate setbacks—and parking in
the back/off the street;
o sketch elevations and renderings to help illustrate how existing parcels may be developed; existing
buildings may be redeveloped; and
o Explore how the City may provide façade redevelopment grants, reduce or waive permit fees or rebate
increased property tax values to help stimulate new office and mixed-use product.
o Encourage use of larger, vacant parcels to the west for structured parking, where warranted, to ensure
maximization of properties fronting Saginaw Boulevard.
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“When we have purpose and believe
in a vision, it is fulfilled by who we
are and what we do.”
- Dan Brokke
DaySpring Cards

CITY COUNCIL VISION STATEMENT
Saginaw leverages its location and history to attract
destination businesses and family-oriented, visual
entertainment centers, dining establishments and amenities—
that lead our citizens to stay and play here
and neighbors to come and experience our character.

“The plans of the diligent lead
surely to advantage.”
-Proverbs 21:5a

City Council Mission Statement
The Saginaw City Council recognizes the
importance of (and seeks to preserve)
Saginaw’s small town feel—
as well as the need to increase mobility,
capitalize on Saginaw’s location,
and redevelop Saginaw Boulevard.

2016 City Council Visioning Survey Results
The one best thing about living in Saginaw . . .
Location/proximity – 3
Sense of community - 2
Very convenient
Small town feel
Family-oriented
Low cost of living
Scale responsive to citizens
Available park space

The best thing about working in Saginaw
N/A – 4
Help citizens/support City/making a difference - 3
Retail/service perspective
Convenience
Proximity
Staff works as a team

Single most important issue facing the City
Transportation/traffic/mobility - 5
Balancing needs/requests while being fiscally responsible
Balancing needs against residents’ QofL wants
Revenue diversity
Upgrading infrastructure
Public safety (stop big purchases, give raises)
Fort Worth total inundation
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One thing I appreciate most about Saginaw:
Small town feel/atmosphere* - 7
Police and fire departments
Saginaw’s heritage
Excellent public services at below market prices
Quality streets
*One added “with global access; another “on the edge of the big city”.

One most significant way Saginaw has changed:
Population growth – 4
Socioeconomic/demographic shift* - 3
Awesome drainage & street program
Commerce shifted north
Growth in rooftops but not corresponding commercial
Growth in residential and commercial
*One noted it as “blue collar to baby blue collar”; another said “to lower income
levels due to affordable housing”, yet another “more diverse residents”

One most significant way Saginaw needs to change:
More/higher level of businesses – 3*
Make Quality of Life the priority over rooftops, businesses
Change zoning ordinance wording
Improve looks along Business 287
Become more technologically modern
Close gap in perception of Saginaw’s commercial market
Better traffic flow on Saginaw Blvd
Educate new, young residents on services, amenities
Focus on upscale growth
*Two specifically identified restaurants and retail businesses.
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One most important area of planning focus for Saginaw’s immediate future:
Redevelopment of older areas/Business 287 south of Cambridge – 3
Activities, restaurants, “something visual” so residents stay, spend in Saginaw - 2
Attracting quality residents and businesses/increased and smart Economic Development - 2
Marketing* - 2
Change revenue trends to ensure funds for QofL investments
Getting landowners to participate
Traffic flow
*One said to “keep residents informed and updated on status of projects”
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“Plans are neither successful nor unsuccessful until they are executed.
And the successful execution of a plan is more important than the plan itself.”
Colin Powell, It Worked for Me

SAGINAW STRATEGIC PLAN: A 2016 POSTSCRIPT
OBSERVATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
The City of Saginaw has been very wise to invest in infrastructure—to make road improvements a priority—in recent years; that should bring you
benefits as you sharpen your focus next on attracting unique retail and restaurant development. Yet connections to (i.e. flared intersections with
dedicated right turn lanes and improved signalization) and east/west alternatives to Saginaw Boulevard appear to be what’s next in the way of
infrastructure needs. And perhaps TxDOT won’t hesitate to team with you in seeking future Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality (CMAQ) grants from
the Regional Transportation Council for this purpose along Saginaw Boulevard. The relationships you further as Saginaw pursues the Goals and
Objectives related to TxDOT should help you with this, as well.
It’s obvious that the Council Members and City Staff professionals have your hands and feet on the pulse of the community; yet with as fast as
North Texas is growing, I’m sure new residents are locating in Saginaw every week. Because of that, I recommend you consider hiring a consultant
and doing a comprehensive citizen survey in 2017. Include the option of completing the survey on-line. You heard me share my favorite refrain
during this planning process: “People support what they help create.” Such a survey, crafted correctly, will help Saginaw generate new ideas and
community buy-in of these initiatives—especially as they are implemented in ways your citizens prefer.

I encourage you to keep in mind how your manufacturing/warehouse/distribution strength may provide revenues for doing that (and funding the
Strategic Plan initiatives), too. Some types of industrial can yield sales tax generating ventures. While that didn’t shake out as a priority in this first
plan, it’s still worth getting to know all of these employers, to assist them—and help foster potential new sales tax revenues in their enterprises.
There’s no question that grain silos and freight trains are your identity. I’ve suggested to Cities over the years that they illustrate how their
communities are sanctified, or set apart; Saginaw has a prime opportunity to overcome the resistance to that by embracing your train and grain
legacy. Perhaps it’s time to amend your brand to ensure that others don’t mistake your heritage. Consider how that can be built upon in a positive
way, to help you leverage the next phase of development you prefer. It’s worth the investment (and it also may surprise you in the way it helps
generate an even higher level of community pride here, too).
Speaking of grain, you’ll see one suggestion I make in the final “First Steps” (and thanks for suggesting that new wrinkle). Public/private
partnerships are often the only way to achieve what can’t or won’t get done otherwise. I make a specific suggestion for you to do that—so
Saginaw can ensure no one forgets your unique history.

Closing Remarks
Marty Wieder Strategic Consulting Services is honored to have been asked to assist Saginaw with this strategic planning exercise. I enjoyed
meeting and working with you. Thank you for allowing me this opportunity.
For some time I’ve recommended Cities follow the lead of architects and engineers. Professionals like these often work with huge sets of plans—
that are only successfully implemented as contractors and subcontractors follow them. Yet some of the best plans are done in a design-build
format, since site, environmental and weather-related conditions may alter the details a bit upon build-out—and contractors may see better ways
to accomplish an architect’s plans while in the process of construction.
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A Strategic Plan is quite similar; there will be reasons to amend these prioritized Goals and Objectives. Don’t be afraid to reword, scratch out and
replace along the way. Always keep in mind that this Plan is a “living document”. And the process detailed herein is meant to be repeated every 18
to 24 months, since things can and will change. Flexibility to respond to market forces and citizens’ preferences are what makes strategic planning
worth doing.
Delivery of this Plan within a ledger (11X17) format—as well as in a larger type (14+ points)—is meant to facilitate these changes and edits. Now
that you have hard copies of this tool, please don’t hold back when you want to write, edit, rewrite—and even delete. Consider each new action
item proposed in the coming weeks and months and ask “does it fit within this Plan?” And if not, ask “is it a high enough priority that we need to
change this Plan?” There’s absolutely no pride of authorship—and you’ll find that kind of activity likewise benefits a community’s well-being. And
you’ll have a head start on the next document if you change the plan when they do—and pass along those comments to whoever assists you next.
A few years ago, someone shared with me a new take on strategic planning:
 A City’s Vision is your preferred destination.
 Your Mission is your vehicle.
 Your Strategic Plan goals and objectives are the “thoroughfares to get us there”.
You folks in Saginaw understand the importance of thoroughfares. Just as we sometimes have to change our travel plans or take a detour, Cities
are allowed and encouraged to do the same—as long as you stay pointed in the direction of your Vision.
Remember that a document formatted like this is also meant to as a tool for your City Staff to us as they manage Saginaw. It’s also intended to give
them a framework to use as they go back, conduct research and return with answers, as you need them.
Finally, know going in that place making can be painstaking—but it will be worth it as you work together. Build a buzz and tell others what you
plan to do; show some tenacity as you do it. Achieving a vision like the one you’ve identified here means you’ll have to come at the restaurants
and retail you want again and again. And it all starts with your initial steps . . . .
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“The best strategies gain our commitment
and are implemented.“
-Dan Brokke
Dayspring Cards

FIRST STEPS
Elected and appointed leaders may agree on the Goals and Objectives that are best for a community—but they aren’t always certain on how to start.
At the final Strategic Planning Work Session, City of Saginaw Council Members requested a list tasks that Saginaw should tackle to address the Plan detailed herein;
what follows is a list of “First Steps” to prime the pump and help Saginaw get moving. Marty Wieder Strategic Consulting is pleased to respond with two lists of tasks,
broken into Immediate (3-6 months) and Intermediate (6-12 months) categories.

IMMEDIATE TASKS (In priority order; 3-6 months)
1. Hire a consultant to prepare a Merchandising Plan—which quantifies Saginaw’s Primary Retail Trade Area.
a. Have the consultant deliver the results as an infographic, which should allow you to segment and publish the most important facts.
b. Ensure that the consultant delivers a list of retailers and restaurants that would be a good fit for the Primary Retail Trade Area (that aren’t presently
located within the Trade Area), and that they vet the willingness of each identified prospect to take a closer look at Saginaw.
2. Contact owners of silos with historic logos and brands; determine the cost of painting and restoring these logos—and share in those costs to ensure that
Saginaw protects and promotes these legacies.
3. Subscribe to Constant Contact and either prepare a masthead layout or hire a consulting firm to do that for you.
4. Consider whether you’ll have an existing staff member take on direction of your Economic Development efforts—or if Saginaw will bring on a consultant to
assist with these activities.
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5. Join the North Texas Commercial Association (NTCAR), Fort Worth Society of Commercial Realtors (SCR) and the International Council of Shopping Centers
(ICSC).
a. Begin attending SCR monthly breakfasts, NTCAR and Bisnow events.
b. Introduce yourselves to, network and talk with prospective brokers and developers—and tell them Saginaw’s important facts. Let them know what you
want—and that you want to work with them.
c. Start identifying (and the collecting cards of) the ones who’ve done the types of projects you desire—and who show serious interest in learning more
about the Saginaw market.
6. Invite 5-10 of the most interested brokers and developers to come have lunch in Saginaw.
a. Have them drive Saginaw Boulevard with you.
b. Let them help you identify the top 10 vacant parcels and 10 best redevelopment options.

INTERMEDIATE TASKS (6-12 months)
1. Send 1-2 City leaders or a consultant to the ICSC RECon in May.
a. Make appointments with the restaurants and retailers identified in the Merchandising Plan (that were vetted as having interest in the Saginaw Primary
Retail Trade Area).
b. Pick up site criteria information from the retailers and restaurants exhibiting at ICSC RECon; consider ones that may be a fit for your Primary Retail Trade
Area (but may not have been included among the list provided through the Merchandising Plan).
2. Send out regular (monthly if possible) Constant Contact blasts to the brokers, making them aware of your plans to attend RECon, of your willingness to
accompany them on appointments—and of the Merchandising Plan infographic facts. Don’t be afraid of repeating the information in different ways and words;
repetition will help convince them of the message.
3. Continue conversation with silo owners—and determine the cost of placing lights on each. Determine whether they can or would do this themselves—or if they
need any City assistance. Include initial costs as a budget amount in Fiscal Year 2017-18, so lighting may be completed next fall.
4. Purchase a display booth (I recommend a light one with removal fabric panels that will allow you to best display the infographic facts).
5. Reserve a booth space at the NTCAR Expo (takes place usually in late August or early September) and participate (staffed by either City employees or the
consultant).
6. Reserve a booth for the ICSC Texas Conference and Deal Making in Dallas (which took place this year in early October).
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